Jetta horn not working

Click to see full answer In respect to this, where is the horn fuse on a Jetta? Fuse was 22 10A.
My friends horn went a few years ago on his jetta. Beside above, where is the horn on VW Polo?
The positioning of the horn is between the radiator and the lower bumper. It is only accessable
from underneath the car and then with great difficulty. This is the first place to look. Step 2:
Check for Horn Function. Open the hood of your Jetta and have someone press the horn inside
the car. Step 3: Test the Connection. Step 4: Check the Voltage. Step 5: Check the Wiring. Step
6: Checking the Horn's Relay. To locate the radio fuse, refer to the owner's manual or the
diagram on the reverse side of the fuse block cover. There will typically be a drawing of the fuse
block that identifies fuses by function and amperage rating 15, 20, 25 or 30 amp fuses. Check
the horn. Connect the opposite end to the positive battery terminal. Clip one end of a second
test lead to the negative battery terminal. Touch the end of the second lead to the ground pin
inside the horns connector. If your cars horn doesn't sound, replace the horn. Here's how to
check the most likely suspects. Start with the fuse. If the horn still clicks, you'll have to replace
it. Remove the fuse box lid. Examine the interior of the fuse box lid and the fuse box itself for
labels. Locate and remove the horn fuse, or the horn relay. Your horn will immediately stop
honking if you remove the correct fuse or relay. There is a fuse block under the dash and a
power distribution box under the hood of most vehicles. The dual tone horn units are
underneath the nearside headlamp, behind the bumper. Where is the horn located on a Jetta?
Category: automotive auto safety technologies. The horn itself is located under the hood,
typically somewhere in the front end, it might be tucked in by the radiator core support or inner
fenders. You can use a meter to test it is getting voltage when button is depressed. How much
does it cost to repair a car horn? What fuse is the radio? How do you test a car horn? Why does
my car horn sound weak? How do I stop my car horn from blowing? Locate your fuse box. What
causes Horn not to work? Where is the fuse box on a Volkswagen Jetta? Where is the horn on a
Vauxhall Insignia? Similar Asks. Popular Asks. The most recently reported issues are listed
below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Volkswagen Jetta
based on all problems reported for the Jetta. I recently bought this Jetta and the horn does not
work. It does not sound when you lock the doors or hit the panic button on the key pad. There
was a recall on some models for the horn, but mine doesn't seem to be included in on that
recall. Tl the contact owns a Volkswagen Jetta. While driving 40 mph, the horn failed to sound
when it was pressed. The failure occurred without warning. The vehicle was taken to a dealer
northtowne Volkswagen, n oak trafficway, kansas city, mo , where it was diagnosed that the
horn needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of
the failure. The VIN was not available. The failure mileage was 73, While the vehicle was
stationary and while driving various speeds, the horn became inoperative in cold climates. In
addition, the windshield wipers failed. Furthermore, the ignition key became stuck in the
ignition on several occasions. An independent repaired the ignition. A dealer was not made
aware of the failures. The manufacturer was made aware of the ignition failure. The failure
mileage was approximately 65, My vehicle was in use when the issues were noticed, it is driven
daily and within a short amount of time it became noticeable that the weather was causing
possible a shortage so that the horn or water dispenser refused to cooperate. The contact owns
a Volkswagen Jetta. The contact stated that the horn would not sound and the headlamps would
not illuminate. The failures occurred without warning. The vehicle was not diagnosed, but the
headlamps were replaced. The manufacturer was not notified of the failures. The approximate
failure mileage was 95, The contact stated that while driving at various speeds, the horn failed
to function. The contact stated that the horn functioned intermittently. The vehicle was not
diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage
was 35, When the horn was activated, it failed to operate without warning. The manufacturer
was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was 90, Like the recall on Jetta horn the Jetta
horn have the same issue. While driving through a parking lot was hit by a driver backing up
and vould not warn the driver due to ahorn that does not work. Today I was almost sandwiched
between a semi-truck and a car moving into my lane. Luckily for me and thekid the driver in the
car got back in their own lane. It appears the trunk light does not work either. This is the second
time the horn and trunk light stopped working, last time it fixed it's self this time it seems to
need help to resolve the problem. Horn clicks no sound, no alarm warning sounds. The horn
has not been working since November There is a recall on the air bag in the horn. Vehicle has
38, miles, we're the original owner, horn became intermittent, then stopped working. We took it
to the vw dealer in brandon, FL. They said there's a recall about to be announced in November
that will cover the horn, and the potential for an airbag earning light. We're left with major safety
hazard with not having a horn. This can't be right and feel we're being put at risk while they
figure out what they want to do. Horn intermittent and about the same time my moon roof
stopped working. As a military member stationed near seoul, south korea, I was in heavy traffic

and someone pulled out in front of me even though I was a low speed I still had to smash on the
brakes causing the anti-skid system to work. As soon as they pulled out in front of me I was
pressing the horn and nothing happened. I am aware of the recall on the horn for the models,
obviously they didn't resolve the problem when building the model. In seoul I feel the need to
use my horn daily as there are over accidents a day just in the seoul area. This is a major safety
issue and should be covered by vw. The contact stated that the horn and security system did
not function when attempting to lock the vehicle. The contact attempted to replace the sparks
plugs on four different occasions, but the failure recurred. The manufacturer was not made
aware of the issue. The failure mileage was 69, The vehicle was being backed out of a driveway
into the roadway when the horn began to sound continuously and the airbag warning light
illuminated. The vehicle needed to be turned off completely to stop the horn. Subsequently, the
horn sounds whenever the ignition is engaged sometimes stopping once the engine turns on,
sometimes not. Once started the vehicle is driveable but the airbag warning light is illuminated,
the horn on the steering wheel is inoperable and the steering wheel controls are inoperable. The
vehicle was taken to a Volkswagen dealership and diagnosed with a faulty clock spring that
requires replacement. Tl-the contact owns a Volkswagen Jetta. The contact stated that while
driving at unknown speed, a vehicle came into the contacts lane and the horn malfunctioned
failing to alert the other person. As a result, the other vehicle crashed into the driver side of the
contacts vehicle. A police report was not filed and no injuries were reported. The vehicle was
not taken to the dealer. The failure mileage was 70, The horn on this vehicle becomes
unresponsive at times. When it does work, the horn tone is very low and is difficult to hear. This
could be a safety issue. It also concerns me since an operational horn is needed to pass the
state safety inspection. I have not taken it to the dealership yet for repair, but a quick internet
search, I have confirmed this is far too common problem on newer model Jetta's. I purchased a
Volkswagen in August 9, One week later after purchase, the car stopped in the middle of driving
with no warning. I called hertz car sales where I purchased the car and to no avail the problem
did not get resolved. I then noticed that the horn works at time and then doesn't work. I really
shouldn't have to explain what a safety hazard the car can be if you can't alert another driver
with your horn. I then did some research and found out that Volkswagen did a recall for the
model but did not include the model which is obvious that the same problem exist. If the same
part was used in my car which is showing the exact same malfunctioned parts that were
recalled in It is more than likely that the earlier models had the same problem as the problem. I
used this car to get myself and my son back and forth to dr. I consider the car to be a hazard
with the horn malfunctioning and the car stopping I the middle of driving. I own a , Jetta, tdi. The
dealer had to change the horn. The dealership advised me that they change so many of these
defective horns that they stock them. As a law enforcement officer I feel this is a safety issue. I
can't believe vw is putting their customers in danger with a known common problems. Airbag
light continues to stay on. I had an accident back in and the airbag never deployed. The steering
column ignition switch locked and my key was stuck with the car still running on in a station
place. I was trying to park the car and my ignition switch locked and would not moved and kept
the key locked in it. I kept trying to move the jiggle the wheel and turn the key but it cause the
key to break off in the ignition switch. I had to pair to get the ignition switch replaced and the
key replaced. Also after that the horn stop working and I was told it was because the clock
spring had to be replaced. I paid again to had the clock spring replaced however the horn now
is going in an out. The horn will sound off one day and then for a couple of days it will not work.
This happen only 2 weeks after getting the clock spring fixed. Also the horn is not loud it barely
makes a noise. Now the sensor light is on for the engine and I was already told there's nothing
wrong with the engine. My vw Jetta from has issues with the horn not working properly when
there a heavy rain and humidity. When driving in the rain the horn becomes extremely low or
won't work at all. Have been to the vw service center and gotten this replaced. The issue
persists. This is not safe when having to alert a driver or pedestrian. Car Problems. Horn
Assembly problem 1. Horn Assembly problem 2. Horn Assembly problem 3. Horn Assembly
problem 4. Horn Assembly problem 5. Horn Assembly problem 6. Horn Assembly problem 7.
Horn Assembly problem 8. Horn Assembly problem 9. Horn Assembly problem Other Electrical
System related problems of the Volkswagen Jetta. Electrical System problems Electrical System
problems. Ignition Switch problems. Wiring problems. Power Door Locks Not Working
problems. Starter problems. Software problems. Back Up Alarm problems. Battery Dead
problems. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media.
Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors New profile posts
Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New
posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser
before proceeding. Horn problem. Thread starter Jmaneval Start date May 31, Jmaneval

Member. Not sure which fuse to check but checked them all and they're good. Also not sure
which relay to check or how to test them.. Horn works with the lock button on the remote but
not when you push the steering wheel. Any experience with this? If you're still under warranty
take it to the dealer. The only way to DIY trouble shoot the fuses is one by one. Unfortunately
volkswagen didn't mark the fuse boxes with what the fuses do. ATR said:. Last edited: Jun 5,
Yeah the fuses are fine and its out of warranty 53, miles. I guess I'm just going to have to bite
the bullet and take it in. It has me stumped. I was just looking at the horn upgrade tutorial and it
shows the horn behind the bumper cover.. I found one in the cowl under the windshield it beeps
when you press the lock button on the remote. Is there another horn behind the bumper or did
they move it in '15? Jmaneval said:. Hmm could be a simple loose connection, check the
terminal also the horn button. SilverGhost Veteran Member. Horn failures are common. That
said, key on, push horn button driver airbag and listen for relay in dash to click. If it clicks then
almost certainly needs a horn. Seems to me the simple diagnostic is to disconnect the wires
from the horn and place a meter on them and press the horn button. I have the horn that came
out of the car if need one. Thanks for the replies everyone. I took the horn out and wired it to
direct power, no result. Put a voltmeter in the plug and got 12 volts with steering wheel pressed.
So I guess it's the horn.. Ordered dual horn from aarodriguez should have it in a few days..
Meanwhile it passed inspection with no horn guess they didn't check it. Thanks again. I've
passed inspection with headlights out AND the bulb out light lit on the dashboard Makes me
feel warm and fuzzy. My horn quit as well Jmaneval, let me know how you like the new horn and
how installation goes Best money I have spent on my Car!! Dual horn is definitely an upgrade. It
wasn't even worth the trip to the dealer to have my defective horn replaced under warranty.
Installed the dual horn today. Installation was simple and straightforward except the holes in the
plate that was included were too small for the studs on the new horns. Also the included
adapter wiring harness fell apart at the shrink wrap when I tried to connect it. I just reconnected
it with butt connectors and electrical tape. Sounds good though, big difference from the factory
horn. Where is the horn located on a Jetta TDI with fog lights. Is it still located passenger side
and behind the fog light, or somewhere else because of the fog? New horn here at VW is Last
edited: May 23, Yes it is. Thank you for the info. You must log in or register to reply here. This
site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in
if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept
Learn moreâ€¦. My horn randomly stopped working. My car was a "certified used vehicle" so it
came with a 2 year warranty. The horn stopped working about a month after I purchased it. I was
told if there were any issues with the car, "they will be fixed for free". My horn randomly
stopped working while I was driving. There have been many times where I needed to use it since
it stopped working. When I turn the car alarm on I can hear the beep so I think it works. The
horn also works off and on randomly. So I don't think its a horn problem but a relay problem. I
am so frustrated with my decision to buy my VW Jetta 2. I can not find my horn relay and VW
doesn't feel responsible to provide me with a fuse map or any type of legend that shows me
where it is located. The owners manual says that I need to have the dealer do the repair. What
kind of organized profit ONLY organization are you running. If anybody can help me please feel
free to contact me They installed wiring repair kit harness. We had periodic problems with the
horn sounding when locking the doors but the horn seemed to work when needed. We don't use
the horn that much so it's kind of hard to tell if and when it was working. Recently the horn
chirp when locking doors stopped sounding and then the horn stopped working all together
when pressed on steering column. No warning lights on the display are lit. It seems ironic that
the recall in was dealing with what seems to be the same circuit problems that would cause the
car to stall when the horn was pressed. I have noticed there are several more VW owners having
the same or similar problems with this. Thanks for any help. If you have a for-profit service,
contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 3 reports replaced horn 2 reports. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Jetta problem yet. Be the first! Find a
good Volkswagen mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A
free service from CarTalk. Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Send Comment Add Complaint.
Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Toggle menu Gift Certificate Login or
Sign Up 0. Super car territory AARodriguez Corp. Call AARodriguez Corp. RSS Syndication.
Symptom: Horn will not sound note that the alarm horn is a seperate horn and may still sound
even though the main horn will not. If they sound weak or they have no sound it's time to
replace them. This guide will help you quickly figure out what is wrong, and show you how to fix
it. Option A You can quickly check your horn by running a positive and negative jumper wire
from your battery to your horn to see if it will work when given direct power. If it works then
follow the. If your horn does not work with direct power to it them you will need to replace your

horn. Option B. Step 1. If you have 12V at the horn connector then discontinue diagnosis
meyers plow light wiring diagram
2005 bmw 545i alternator replacement
2010 chevy malibu stereo
, your horns are bad. If you are not getting any voltage then your horn relay has gone bad.
Replace horn relay and re-check horns. Step 2. Fuse diagram here. Step 3. If windshield wipers
are not working your ignition switch is probably bad. Replace if necesarry. Step 4 This assumes
you have good hearing. With the key still in the on position, try to activate the horn. Do you hear
a faint electrical clicking sound, horn relay , when you push on the steering wheel? Step 4a. If
you do hear that clicking sound, it means that your clockspring is working correctly, and your
horn relay is PROBABLY working correctly, but new relays are available here. Step 4b. If you
don't hear any electical clicking sound then your clock spring is bad, or it has a loose
connection. Click here for the writeup at the TDIClub. Don't forget to disconnect the battery
cables! This wire goes to the horns on pin 2 of the horn connector. Pin 1 of the horn connector
is spliced to a ground wire in the headlight harness.

